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AVANT SPORTS
WE FOCUS ON QUALITY, WE FOCUS ON
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WE FOCUS
ON SERVICE. NOT ONLY THAT, WE ALSO
FOCUS ON MAKING THE BEST DESIGN FOR
YOUR SPACE, SO THAT THE VALUE OF YOUR
VENUE CAN BE BEST DEMONSTRATED.
BECAUSE OF PROFESSION, SO AVANT.

INTRODUCTION

ABOUT AVANT

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ

Avant Sports Industrial Co, Ltd. is a sports facilities company, set design,
research, development, production, sales, and installation as a whole, focusing
on supplying the satisfying product to the client. We are the leader manufacturer
in sports industry in China, and we are remaining leadership in sports facilities
since established in 1994.

Seating system from Avant Sports, the choice of Olympic Games.
Excellent R&D Team
Attention to Detail, Higher Quality.

With 25 years development, we have gathered extensive in supporting worldwide top events, such as 2016 Rio Olympic Games, 2008 Beijing Olympic
Games, 2019 Lima Pan American Games, 2018 Jakarta Asian Games, Korea &
Singapore Formula 1 Championship, Chile Copa American Games, Oman World
Woman Handball Championship and so on… 50% of our product is sold internationally, and we are aiming to bring the best service to the world.

０１
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PROFESSIONAL
SEATING SYSTEM

T HE B IGGEST
PRODUCTION BASE

Shandong production base

Huizhou production base

Shenzhen Production base, sales and R&D Center

Avant Sports’ headquarter located at Shenzhen. With our specialization team, we can
provide high quality design service according to clients’ goals through professional
design progress and creative visual appeal. From the technical to the material, from the
production method to the machine, we all using the latest technology to maximize your
venue’s value.
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Avant Sports has three production bases, Head office based in Shenzhen has attracted
a lot of advanced engineers, experienced sales and quality control team to make sure
our clients having the best experience.
As the leadership stadium seating factory in China, our equipment and the quality management are also at first class. As an ISO 19001 certificated factory, we care about
every detail during production, from material to production, from package to shipping,
we strive to built your worry-free service.

０４
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Professional
Equipment
1: Cutting machine
2: Fully automatic welding machine
3: Rolling machine
4: Skillful welding

5

1

3
Our production line equiped with advanced automatic machine to make our product with better precision and it easier for quality control. QC group strictly execute ISO9001 and ISO14000 QC standard
from raw material to final product. We strive to improve work efficiency in production, packing and loading, and our client can work efficiency at same time.
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5: Rolling machine
6: Injection Machine
7: CNC Machine
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DESIGN & SERVICE
Query-Free Design-After Sales Service
Sincere Service
Experienced sales and engineer to give you the best seating solution for your
venue, 7*24 hours per week online service, fast reply for your query.

Reliable Production
Big or small project, your order will be taken care of by the specialist team, including our engineers and quality
control staff as well as the production manager, making sure your goods are in good quality and shipped on
time.

Based in China, Service the World

Supervising Installation
Beside the specific installation manual, when you need help for installation, Avant can send you experienced
engineer to guide you on jobsite and train your workers.

Avant has provided more than 85 countries, we have been recognized by the customers, and will continue to
provide high quality product for your venue.
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DEVELOPMENT

2019
Lima 2019 Pan American Games
Supplier

2018
Asian Game-Indonesia

2016
Olympic Game-Brazil

2017

PATENT
CERTIFICATION
Products designed according to EN standards, passed strict structure analyse and aprroved by CE
certificate.

National Games-Tianjing

2015
The Pacific Games-Papua New
Guinea

2013
India FIFA football metal
Southeast Asian Games-Myanmar

2014
The Central Amercan and Caribbean
Games-Mexico
The Youth Olympic Games-Nanjing

2012
World Handball Championship-Oman

2010
The Youth Olympic Games-Singapore
FIA Formula 1 World Championship
－Korea
World Expo-Shanghai
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2011
World Universiade Games-shenzhen

2009
Hong Kong East Asian Games supplier
Shan Dong National Games supplier
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2008
FIA Formula 1 World Championship-Singapore
Beijing Olympic Games

2007
Southeast Asian Games-Thailand
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Metal Bleacher System

Ango Metal Bleachers

Anly Metal Bleachers

Angu Indoor Metal Bleachers

Aneasy Demountable Bleachers

Strict Technical
Requirements
AVANT metal grandstand
systems are subject to
rigorous calculation and
testing, Under dynamic load
or uneven load, its strong
anti swing ability ensure the
stability and safety of the
grandstand, make sure
there is no accident.
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ＳＧＳ 认证

Sundon Metal Bleachers

Avant’s products passed the Hong Kong Registered Structural Engineers
Institute of precision structural analysis, quality in line with EU standards.

ＴＵＶ 认证

１２
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Ango Metal Bleachers

Ango metal structural grandstand system is a flexible and durable small number aluminum stand
system , that fully meet your needs for temporary event shows, sporting events, conferences, public
leisure and more.

Safe and Durable

Flexible and Fast

Comfortable and
Beautiful

The substructure is welded by angled aluminum,with surface
powder coating;
The decking is extruded by aluminum alloy and the surface is
treated with anode oxidation;
Step width 637mm, step height 181mm/148mm, avaliable in
2, 3, 4 rows, length of 7.5, 15, 21 feet for choices;
The upholstery cushion can be added to the metal plank;
A universal rubber wheel with a lock device is convenient and
safe;
Dual decking in option, the audience will have more room for
movement, high carrying capacity;
Simple installation, easy to use, almost no maintenance
costs;
The last row can added backrest, increase comfort and
safety;

Scope Of Application

Outdoor Venues

Indoor Venues

Swimming Pool

Basketball Court

Ango Portable Bleacher

It mainly consists of aluminum angle structure, decking and
seat. The Ango system is a small metal structural bleacher with
10-60 seats per set (The total capacity can be calculated based
on row quantity and the quantity of seats per row). With fewer
rows, shorter lengths, different fixing ways and colorful seat
choices, it is a best solution to add seat quantity temporarily for
your stadiums, gyms and etc.

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ
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Rubber Universal Wheel

The 360 degrees without dead-end rotation
rubber universal wheel can increase the
flexibility and convenience of the grandstand,
easy to store and use. In addition, the universal wheel is equipped with a brake pedal, you
can brake the wheel to keep the grandstand
from moving, to ensure the safety of the
grandstand when moving and storing. Rubber
wheels and rubber pads can protect the
venue from any damage.

１４
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Ango Metal Bleachers

Ango Fixed Bleacher
The substructure is welded by angled aluminum with powder
coating surface which is anti-corrosion and rust resistance.
The decking is molded by extruded aluminum alloy with oxidation
surface.
The anti-slip decking has drainage function, and its end cap &
rounded edge design makes it safer for using.

Referee System
Available in 2, 3 or 4 rows to satisfy various
requirements.
Seat options: Wooden bench, Aluminum
planks, Blow Mold one-piece seating.

Ango Aluminum Bench Bleacher
The understructure is welded by Φ48*3 round bar with hot
galvanized surface.
The seat and backrest is made by extruded aluminum alloy
with anodized surface.
Available in Portable, Permanent, or ground-mounted
installation.

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ
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For different indoor and outdoor sites, the substructure
is assembled for aluminum alloy.
The decking is molded by extruded aluminum alloy
with oxidation surface.

Available for simple mount seating
With wheels, easy to move.

Football Bench
There are with and without backrest two
styles to choose from.
Light weight, low installation and maintenance
costs.
Available in 3 kinds of length 2300mm,
4600mm, 6400mm.

The bottom bracket is made by aluminum profiles.
The shield is made of endurance plate.

Multiple seats choices
Pillars and beams can be equipped
with anti-collision facilities.

１６
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Ango Metal Bleachers

The decking and plank are made of aluminum alloy and the surface is non-slip, safe and
durable.

The cushion adds comfort for
the spectators and can be
easily attached and removed
as required.

The seat and decking are made of aluminum
alloy, has sufficient hardness, and has the
characteristics of durable and antioxidant, and
improves the safety factor of the grandstand
chair. The substructure is secured with a
tempered screw between the seat and decking,
making it firmly integrated to ensure that the
grandstand is as stable as it is used or stored.
It does not cause deformation or corrosion due
to the long time. Light weight, the grandstand is
flexible to move.

１

The substructure is welded from angled aluminum,
which is anti-oxidation and durable. The whole system is
more stable, safer and more durable through the assembly welding, and the angle aluminum cross each other
with screw reinforcement, so that it forms a triangular
support.

Stable Tension Bar

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ
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The cushion uses foam with
anti-slip fabric that increase
spectator comfort when it is
used in autumn and winter.

The cushion is securely
attached to the planks with
velcro tapes.

Detachable cushions can
meet the needs of different
seasons, different venues and
occasions, making the use of
the bleacher system more
flexible.

２

When the unit is placed in the storage
position, the main frame uses a safety support leg
to prevent the unit from accidently pushed over.

Triangle Bracket

Welded Aluminum

Fabric

Sponge

Velcro Tape

１８
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Anly Metal Bleachers

Product Feature

The material is made of high-quality aluminum or
special steel, which is free-maintenance whole-life
time. Surface hot galvanizing, tough environment will
not cause damage to the components, very suitable
for high temperature and high pressure or seaside or
other environment. Corrosion resistance can reach
50 years.
Factory finishing, high efficiency，help improved
social benefits.
All parts of the factory are standardized produced,
on-site assemble.

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ
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Can be decorated with integrated control room,
sunshade, podium, stage and other option components, the entire grandstand is more diversified
Steel and aluminum can be recycled, can be removed
and install again, environment friendly material.
Excellent heat resistance, thermal expansion.
Independent research and development design,
independent intellectual property rights. Mature
technology, finished a wealth of cases at home.

Construction Feature
The bottom structure is welded by square and angle steel, passed structural calculation and international testing.
The decking is crushed by aluminum alloy, surface anti-slip design.
The back plate is molded with high strength steel.
The guardrail is welded by square and flat steel, All the parts hook up to each other.

２０
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Anly Metal Bleachers

Function Options

Integrated Control Room

过道中间扶手
First Row Grid

Wheelchair Access

Corridor Armrest

Avant grandstands prepare a wealth of accessories for
your site, customized design and creating more value for
your projects. Through a diverse portfolio of products, it
can create pragmatic and viable solutions for you.

Front Row Evacuation Passage

Chief Stage

Roof

Design Standard
1. British Steel Structure Design Code (UK)（EN 1993 2005）
2. Determination of Liquid-Resistant Media for Color Paint and Varnish（ISO 2812-1 2007）
3. Spectator Codes for Demountable Stands（EN 13200-6:2012）
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Angu Indoor Metal Bleachers

Parts Option

Product Feature

Angu metal grandstand is a new steel structure grandstand developed by Avant, with energy saving, environmental
protection, installation fast and many other advantages, it mostly used in a single competition hall; This grandstand
is a combination of steel and original wood, grandstand components are standard parts prefabricated in factory.
Modeling can be customized according to the shape of the site, quick assembling on site, to meet customized
needs.

Riser Beam

Ｂｌｅａｃｈｅｒｓ
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Decking

Channel

Glass Guardrails

Wood Sealing Plate

Upholstery Seats

Carpet

Construction Feature

The bottom structure is light steel structure, pre-processed by strict spray molding technology
treatment, lifetime up to 30 years.
Installation without pre-buried parts, small geomorphological transformation to nature base.
Reasonable structure, light weight, considering high floor placement, safe and reliable.
The decking are made of wood, indoor using will not make noise higher than 50 db, nearly
noise-free.
Seats are all made of wooden bench. Audience not feel cold when seated in winter season.
Stool seating making seating more realistic and comfortable.

Seats

２４
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Aneasy Demountable Grandstand Bleacher

１

Temporary Stadiums, Grandstand Rentals

Grandstands after a wealth of cases, has gained a lot of mature technology, It has served
the Shenzhen World Universiade Games, Singapore F1, Nanjing Youth Olympic Games
and many other top events.

２

How To Store

The substructure parts are all arranged with the metal frame like the picture below, classified
and placed, each box height of 1.5mm, seat using inline plug-in design, standard box storage.
Stacked in three layers, each box 84 seats. Making the grandstand in transport, loading and
unloading, storage more uniform, space saving, high efficiency and low costing.

Product Feature
Fully independent research and development, unique structural connection, patented products, convenient and flexible.
The main support using high-strength steel, main wall to ensure the safety. Hot galvanizing treatment on all metal
surfaces, rust-resistant and corrosion-resistant.
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Aneasy Demountable Grandstand Bleacher

Concrete Ground

Grass Ground

Sand Ground

The advanced foot design, with flexible and height adjustment, even in Slopes and uneven ground can
make grandstand place in level.

Ring

Construction Feature

Main frame is made by steel pipe and flange plates, design as the
highest standard in Europe, pass international agencies test, which
maked it the safest demountable grandstand.
The decking use roller pressure one-piece mold, surface has anti-slip
strip, more safe on raining and snowing days.
Columns, tension braces, decking, back plates, guardrails and seats all
standard design produced, with these standard components can form a
standard module, which can decrease cost and efficient use in different
size of the site, maximum use the place.
Advanced grandstand design can be installed in different directions,
can make installation without screw, decrease the installation time.
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Polygon

Arc

Flexible demountable grandstand system, can provide customers more professional and extensive
options. Arcs, Polygon, rings, grandstand can build in different shape.

Professional installation and maintenance
team, on-site modular assembling, all day
work and stand by, Flexible. Simple, Fast
and Economy.

Fast Installation, unique leg design, ergonomic
requirements, scientific structure, more storage
place, self-draining water design, convenient
for clean.

２８
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Sundon Metal Bleachers

Double-Layer Grandstands+Function Room
With long time researching and developing, our company's technicians has successfully launched
double-layer Sundon metal grandstand. The design concept originated from Europe and the United
States. After our engineers’ strict scientific calculation analysis and tests, the product technical structure,
design and quality control are reaching world top standard.
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Changing Room

Gym

Lounge

Parking Lot

Supermarket

Restaurant

３０
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Sundon Metal Bleachers

３１

Single-Level Grandstand

Integrated Control Room

Sundon metal structure grandstand is the largest size and the most functional
system in Avant grand series; It is a strong replacement and supplement of
the traditional concrete grandstand. Under the back ground that not only for
domestic but also for foreign, modern stadium more and more prefer metal
structure system, with this excellent function, metal structure grandstand will
win numbers of users.

Different types of multi-functional integrated control room in option, it is the
entire event's operating command center. Event planning, broadcasting
system, guidance system, monitoring system, etc. highly integrated to full
information sharing function. Access to the CTC terminal, live audience show
in real time. Large size control room or small size for you to choose: While the
large one with bigeer internal space, decoration luxury operability, Small
control room with smaller size , simple decoration, but flexible and fast, low
cost.
３２
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Sundon Metal Bleachers

Sundon - Integrated Stadium Grandstand Solution

Construction Installation Details

Sundon metal structure grandstand is a large steel structure grandstand
developed by Avant, in addition to environmental protection, fast installation and many other advantages, its three-dimensional application of
space, maximize the expansion of the use of the grandstand, to provide
customers with a wealth of products and experience.
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Seat Matching Plan

３
According to the venue, event needs, we provide a variety of color options. we
can design for you unique grandstand patterns, text and logo, with unique color
matching graphics design program.

１

Substructure Color Selection

２

Plastic Seat Color Selection

Seat Choices
Aluminum plank

Diamond
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Hilo

Vogue
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PROJECT CASES

The bottom of the grandstand is set up with three levels of function room, which has a power distribution
room, media interview area, players lounge, VIP lounge, caddie room, medical room, spa room, toilet
and other function room to meet the needs of international-level events.

World Military Games (China Wuhan)

Wuhan World Military Games, the entire grandstand using the Sundon metal grandstand, divided into two layers,
a total of 13 meters high, is the first 2-layer assembly metal grandstand! Fit the military games, environmental
protection, economy, economic event handling, my company quick response, all the components of the grandstand for the factory prefabricated, on-site assembly. Environmentally friendly product. The grandstand is divided
into ordinary seats, media seats, referee seats, benches, VIP seats, box 6 categories. The seats are using sky
blue, orange color to piece a image of WHFA , the total number of seats 5000 seats.

Grandstand View

Inside The Function Room

Integrated Control Room

Seat Details

The grandstand of the Sports Ground uses the Anly grandstand system, first row elevated to avoid the
green under the grandstand, the grandstand seat color selection warm color system, red, yellow, blue,
gray phase matching, bright colors, just with the passion of the racecourse, heat into one.Total
seats:3000 seats.
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PROJECT CASES

The 26th World Universiade Games
The World Universiade Games, which began in 1959 and known as the "Little Olympic Games", is a world-scale
comprehensive sports event hosted by the International Union of University Sports (FISU).
The 26th World Universiade Games were held in Shenzhen, a beautiful coastal city in China. As the exclusive supplier
of the seating system of the Universiade, Avant has supplied stadium seating for 11 new venues, including metal
bleacher grandstand.

Flying Saucer Venues: 428 seats

Convention and Exhibition Venues: 4675 seats

Beach Volleyball Venues: 2393 seats

Archery Venues: 527 seats

Aneasy metal structure demountable bleacher in widely use in the 26th World Universiade Games,
effectively achieve the stadium multi-function.
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PROJECT CASES

Formula 1 Grand Prix (Korea)
Sundon

66172 seats

On October 24, 2010, with the live spectators witnessing the passion and joy of the event，the Formula 1 was
perfectly closed in the night at South Korea. The 66,172 seats grandstand system built by Avant is one of the
most beautiful scenic spots on the F1 South Korean Lingyan circuit.

The track is built on a 172-hectare site in the Lingyan County, 320 km south of Seoul, along side of an artificial
lake facing the sea. Construction works are under way, and in addition to a main grandstand with a capacity of
3,000 people, the authorities will also place 135,000 spectator seats around the 5.6-kilometre track. The 5.6km
(3.5 miles) long track, the permanent track is 3.04km long and contains a 1.1km (about 0.7 miles) straight, the
longest in Asia, allowing riders to travel at 320km/h.

Korea 2010 F1 inspection team visiting our company
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PROJECT CASES

Avant Demountable Metal Grandstand - Aneasy

Formula 1 Grand Prix
(Singapore)
Singapore Grand Prix is the first night grand prix in F1 history. The Singapore circuit is also the first F1 street
circuit in Asia. The track is 5.067km long, with 24 bends and is travelling counterclockwise. Although Singapore's
street circuit has a lot of bends, there are also two relatively long straights, with F1 racing expected to reach a
top speed of 300km/h. The surrounding grandstand sits with a demountable grandstand bleacher, and the
number of seats of the grandstand reaches 20,000.
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PROJECT CASES

METAL BLEACHER SYSTEM

Dubai-Sundon

Wuhan Citizen Fitness Center-Anly

Qiannan Sports Center-Aneasy

University of Mindanao, Philippines-Anly

Wuhan Business University-Anly

深圳大运中心体育场（大运会田径比赛场）
- 33 -
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PROJECT CASES

METAL BLEACHER SYSTEM

Thailand-Anly

Wenjiang National Fitness Center-Anly

2014 World Formula E Championship (Malaysia)-Aneasy

2014 World Youth Olympic Games (Nanjing)-Aneasy

- 33 -
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PROJECT CASES

METAL BLEACHER SYSTEM

2016 FIFA U-20 Women's World Cup-Aneasy

Urumqi No. 1 Middle School Stadium-Anly

Shaanxi Athletics Management Center-Sundon

Comprehensive Training Hall, Guangxi-Ango

领 先拆
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PROJECT CASES

METAL BLEACHER SYSTEM

Philippine Sports Commission Tennis Court-Anly

Mexico-Anly

Norway-Anly

Heilongjiang-Anly

Wuhan Citizen Fitness Center-Anly

2009 Shandong National Games-Sundon

Golf Course-Aneasy

City Sports Center, Guiyang-Anly
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PROJECT CASES

METAL BLEACHER SYSTEM

Oman Handball World Cup-Sundon

Singapore Youth Olympic Games-Sundon

Denmark-Anly

Shanghai Citizen Park Football Stadium-Sundon

Saudi Arabia-Anly

University of Diliman-Anly

Shekou Sports Center-Anly

Zhejiang Swimming and Diving Hall-Anly
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